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Spotlight Holdings, Inc. is a publically traded holding
company. Trading under the symbol: OTC.PK:
SLCH. The company’s objectives are simple. We
intend to utilize the capital markets to pursue new
acquisition and merger candidates. Through our
ability to utilize the corporate capital structure we are
uniquely positioned to accomplish these objects
short-order.

Project Funding
Overview

This is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of any offer to buy any securities. Offers are made only by
prospectus or other offering materials. To obtain further information, you must complete our investor
questionnaire and meet the suitability standards required by law.

Executive Summary - Spotlight Capital Holdings, Inc., is an investment holding company which is
publically traded, engaged in the business of movie production, distribution and marketing. We also
promote, book and produce concerts of various sizes. We have incredible relationships and contacts with
artists and their representatives globally. We intend to generate premium return to our investors by
demonstrating a substantial profitablity initiative. We have an extremely conservative approach . Our
primary business model and assets are in the Entertainment industry.
SPOTLIGHT IS CURRENTLY SEEKING INVESTMENT FOR THE MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION
OF “TIED IN KNOTS”, THE MOVIE.
THE AMOUNT WE ARE SEEKING IS: $350,000.00 WITH A TARGETED ROI OF 15% TO INVESTORS.
WE ARE UNIQUELY POSTIONED TO OFFER REGULATION A STOCK TO INVESTORS AT A
DISCOUNT TO MARKET. WE WILL ALSO EXPLORE REASONABLE TERMS FOR CERTAIN
CONVERTIBLE NOTES. THE NOTES WILL BE SPECIFIC TO ENSURING THIS PROJECT IS
COMPLETED TIMELY.
The foregoing project is complete. We have the opportunity to exploit the celebrity of the well-known
Asian American actors featured in this movie. We feel supremely confident that this specific movie will be
well received in this burgeoning international market.
We are catering to this market at a time when the Asian marketing is starved for Western film. A study by
the management-consulting firm Ernst & Young predicts that China will replace North America as the
world's largest film market by 2020.
The funds requested will be utilized to ensure that we have, among other things, a well-structured,
navigable and informative website can also help differentiate Western companies from local competition,
since many Chinese buyers are extremely critical of the standard of Chinese companies’ websites, seeing
them as badly designed, lacking in information and generally unprofessional. An informative homepage is
therefore an unmet need that Western companies such as Spotlight Capital are well placed to meet.
We have a host of films that are in the completed stage which can be placed into this market on a fasttrack system. We are seeking this investment to ensure we establish and maintain our ability to provide
superior quality.

Spotlight intends to be a Western company with a flexible, patient and ‘listening’

approach to marketing and sales in order to succeed in the Chinese market. We want to be adequately
capitalized so our distribution partners never question our ability to foster a long term and very profitable
relationship.
In order to appreciate how good Western companies are at targeting potential Chinese movie goers, it is
worthwhile considering how Chinese companies prefer to be targeted by potential suppliers. As in other
markets, the answer to this question is that a wide range of marketing and sales techniques can work,
and usually a combination of different methods is necessary. A Chinese version of company websites is
also essential, both enabling the company to communicate with a greater target audience and clearly
demonstrating the company’s commitment to the China market.
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92% of Chinese netizens use some form of social media, whilst many consumers regularly post
messages on online forums or blogs. As in Western markets, the huge popularity of such social media in
China offers good low-cost and effective promotion and marketing channels for both b2c and b2b
vendors. A mistrust of traditional media channels and advertising, along with the heightened significance
of networking within Chinese society makes China especially suited to marketing through these types of
social media. For example, many Chinese buyers and technical staff often use online communities to
evaluate products and services they are planning to buy.
In conclusion, therefore, a wide-ranging marketing and sales approach is required in China, with different
activities complementing each other, and working at different times in different ways. The following
illustrates:

Spotlight is pleased to be in a position to fill a ready market demand. Our ability to take films such as
Tied in Knots to market that are already completed with very low cost associated with production and or
acquisition of these films gives us a superior edge. Specifically, the actors and actresses in this film
have a well-established Asian presence for many years. With our ability to properly get this ready for
market film into the distribution channels, we will create a foot print and generate substantial profit over
the short-term for our investors.
We intend to couture our films through, subtitles, voice overs and even edit certain scenes to include
other Asian actors to accommodate our distribution partner’s needs. Spotlight Capital Holdings, Inc. has
is built on long-standing relationships in the entertainment industry. Our focus on the Asian market film
distribution model has been the product of several years of hard work, research and development. We
intend to maintain our integrity in the entertainment industry and develop long-term and highly regarded
respect for our investment partners.
We intend to do this by going the extra mile and utilizing ever
resource at our disposal to complete every business objective.
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TIED IN KNOTS SUMMARY: Saravan, and his best friend Peter, enlist the help of their lunatic friends
trying to con a young woman; Kate into believing Saravan is wealthy. By heisting a multimillion dollar
mansion to impress her, things get sticky when Saravan's attention shifts to Kate's mother. The
situation worsens when Real Estate Agent, Jay shows up unexpectedly to catch them squatting the
mansion.
- Written by Dain F. Turner

CAST

Sara Malakul Lane
Sara Malakul Lane is a successful Thai model and actress.
She began modeling at the age of 14, and has also been in a
number of big screen movies including Scouts Guide to the
Zombie Apocalypse (2015). Sara is a model of Thai-English
descent. Her father is an English businessman named Alistair
Lane. Her mother is named Madam Tuptim Malakul Na
Ayuthaya.

Thai/Chinese American born UTT grew up in California where
he attended California State University Northridge before
transferring his studies to Thailand at Assumption University,
there he studied Communication Arts with a major in
Advertising. UTT's popularity is credited to MTV as one of
Asia's longest running host for MTVAsia Networks where
Singapore was his home base for over a decade. Known
simply as VJ Utt, the moniker Utt stuck with him and he is
recognized in Southeast Asia by this simple nickname. His full
name is Greg Uttsada Panichkul and recent acting projects can
be found credited this way.
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Jamison Yang was born on October 31, 1976. He is known for
his work on Million Dollar Baby (2004), Transformers (2007)
and Thirteen (2003).

During the early nineties, Gary Stretch was the glamour-boy of
British boxing. His good looks coupled with KO power in his fists
ensured he was big box-office. He also made money strutting his
stuff on the catwalk as a male model. Some said he earned more
as a model than actually fighting, and his appearances in the
British tabloid newspapers made sure that he was never out of the
headlines. Stretch was an excellent amateur as a youngster and
turned professional in 1985

Jibby Saetang is known for his work on Croc (2007), Tied in Knots
(2008) and Lullabye Before I Wake (2008).
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Steven Skyler is an actor and producer, known for Power Rangers
Samurai (2011), Wrath of God: Confrontation (2012) and The Cost
of Vengeance.

Brigitte Buny -has been in multitude of commercials, a Samsung
commercial with James Franco, acting in Feature Films, Short Films,
and Web Series.
She has collaborated with people from AFI Film Festival, Fashion One
Network, Bigfoot Entertainment, SXM Production, Zaw Studios,
Roman Pictures Production, Anchorbolt Studios Production, Northern
Five Production. She is a mixture of perseverance.

Krysta Ryan -Studied Lee Strasberg's Method Acting with Actress and
Acting Coach Sally Kirkland. Before starting an acting career Krista
was a successful international fashion model. She started her
modeling career in New York at the age of 17
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This movie was produced by Mr. Tierre Turner
Mr. Tierre Turner has an exceptional career in the movie industry , Tierre Turner was born in
Detroit Michigan, he moved to California when he was 12 years old. His introduction into the
entertainment industry began dates back to his child hood. Major influence came from his
father’s years in the business. Tierre’s father had been an entertainer for as long as he could
remember. He began doing stunts in Vaudeville; he did the S.O.S tours in the Army, and
appeared on television shows. In addition to these talents, Mr. Turner father was a large
contributor to stage acts. Mr. Turner continued his career by opening for entertainment legends
such as: Count Basie, Sam Cook, Jackie Wilson, and Redd Foxx.
Tierre’s father said: “Let’s move to Los Angeles”. There, Tierre met a director who was
looking for s street kid to Play a nine year old Thief in a two hour special for McCloud , the
extremely popular television show. Tierre reluctantly read for the part. By the urging of his
father, Tierre read with Dennis Weaver, the Star of the show. He was a natural he did a read
through for the studio, got the part and went on to get a Emmy Nomination. From there his
acting career took off! Tierre began doing movies such as Cornbread, Earl and Me (staring
with Laurance Fishburne with , Friday Foster,Buck Town and i had my own series called the
Cop and The kid with the wonderful actor Charles Durning.. From there i did Mash,six Million
Dollar man as many other shows, it was a whirlwind and fast pace life,so i decided to take a
break and live life a little. Of course a few years later i was back at it as a Stuntman. Just couldn't
stay away. And then it started…
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Executive Staff
Mr. Aaron C. Johnson –President

Mr. Andre Ligon- Corporate Counsel

Mr. Juan Carlos Ibanez-Senior Technology Consultant

Senor Movie Consultants Mr. Tierre Turner & Mr. T.K. Carter
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